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Abstract 

With the rapid development of Internet finance, sharing economy, as a new business 
model of mobile Internet, is permeating into every aspect of our life. "If there is surplus, 
we can share it." Sharing economy temporarily separates ownership from right of use. 
With the help of the Internet, big data and third-party payment, idle resources are put to 
use to improve the rate of return and use efficiency of resources, and at the same time 
meet the demand of resource-scarce parties for right of use. However, in the practice of 
sharing economy, there are still areas to be improved. How to improve management and 
orderly development is a stepping stone for the development of sharing economy in the 
future. 
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1. Introduction 

Sharing economy is a new economic model based on practice. Once the idea of sharing gained 
consensus, it quickly evolved into a powerful social practice in the United States, Europe and 
other countries with advanced information technology. At present, there are no clear 
quantitative indicators for the development scale and volume of the sharing economy[1]. The 
sharing economy, born under the background of "Internet Plus", shows a strong development 
trend and potential. According to PWC, the global sharing economy is expected to reach 230 
billion pounds by 2025, with huge scale and development potential. The development of the 
sharing economy has also boosted the IT hardware and software production, wireless network 
and information terminal industries. Sharing economy has brought new production mode, 
consumption mode and enterprise operation mode, which has become a trend of future global 
economic development that cannot be ignored[2]. 

In recent years, with the maturity of information technology, especially mobile Internet, 
"Internet +" has had a revolutionary impact on all walks of life. It is in this context that the 
sharing economy emerged and thrived. New business models such as peer-to-peer rental and 
rental, commodity sharing and service trading based on social networks emerged one after 
another. The sharing economy is expanding into food, fashion, consumer electronics and the 
broader services sector, along with rapid growth in the accommodation and transportation 
sectors, with nearly a thousand companies and organizations around the world offering people 
the opportunity to share or rent goods, services, technology and information. Experts and 
scholars in various fields generally believe that the wave of sharing economy has arrived[3]. 

2. The definition of sharing economy 

The sharing economy relies on the Internet to transfer the right to use the resources idle and 
willing to lend temporarily to the resource demander through a third-party platform. In this 
way, the supplier can make full use of the resources, so that the original non-interest-bearing 
into return, so on the premise of not jeopardizing their own rights and interests, any individual 
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or enterprise may become the supplier of the sharing economy. For the demand side, is likely 
to be just short term need to use the product or service, buy the corresponding resources are 
not cost-effective, by way of leasing, pay relatively less cost, just buy short-term use of 
resources, both meet the demand of its products or services, and greatly reduce the 
corresponding expenditure, therefore, the range of Shared economic demand is also broad[4]. 

3. The classic business model of sharing economy 

3.1. Housing rental mode 

Housing rental is the first business model in the sharing economy. With the improvement of 
people's living standard, domestic and foreign tourism develops rapidly. However, people are 
no longer satisfied with the short-term stay experience in hotels, but want to integrate into local 
life and live in local houses, which leads to the rise of housing rental and sharing economy. 

3.2. Car sharing mode 

The traditional car-sharing model, represented by Didi Taxi, is a short-term paid use model of 
resources targeted at online car-hailing. Since it is difficult to get a taxi in peak hours, while the 
demand for cars is the largest in peak hours, the cost of buying or driving a car is relatively large 
for many office workers, so the demand for online car-hailing emerges. For many car owners, 
they usually use their cars to go to and from work, but the cars are idle at other times. Therefore, 
it is also a good way to provide services as Didi taxi drivers in their spare time and increase 
their monthly income to cover the cost of buying or using cars. As for social resources, online 
ride-hailing can make full use of existing resources, reduce the number of vehicles traveling 
during peak hours, slow down the growth rate of the number of vehicles, and alleviate the 
problem of exhaust pollution [5]. 

3.3. Bicycle sharing mode 

The rise of the bike-sharing model is a response to the demand for short trips. Urban traffic, 
such as bus, subway and taxi, has covered most of the travel demand, urban landscape of huge, 
however, for some sites, is a short walking distance from the bus subway themselves, and the 
cab driver overqualified, not cost sense, this "the last kilometer" problem, by bicycle to fill the 
vacancy. But parking too many bikes can be a problem that affects the city's appearance, and 
the uniform shared bikes solve this problem by simply scanning the QR code on the bikes and 
paying a small fee to solve the "last kilometer" travel problem. 

3.4. Financial sharing mode 

Financial sharing mode mainly represented by online the raise, the raise the initiator on the 
Internet platform release information of the project, the user can prior to the expiry of the 
project financing, faster than any amount of the minimum amount of financing, it expires, if the 
project financing goals to achieve, the project was established, the raise the originators were 
announced on the platform of responsibilities, make full use of the cash, If the project financing 
objective is not achieved, the project is canceled. 

4. Enlightenment from the development of the sharing economy 

4.1. Establish and improve the credit system 

The third-party platform should check the supply side and the demand side in combination with 
the public security system. After the screening of the credit system, the platform can obtain the 
transaction qualification only if it reaches a certain credit rating. Users with credit stains are 
screened in advance. In the process of use, if either party breaches the contract, it will be 
included into the credit system according to the seriousness of the breach and publicize this 
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rule at the beginning of the transaction, so as to control the occurrence of the default risk at the 
stage of the transaction. After the credit system should be updated in time, and security 
protection should be strengthened to prevent hackers from tampering with information. 

4.2. Effective government supervision system 

Third-party platforms, as the cornerstone of the sharing economy, should have clear entry 
thresholds, and the registration applications of third-party platforms that do not meet the 
requirements should be rejected at the very beginning. In the operation phase, there should be 
a relevant monitoring system to give corresponding warnings to platforms with risks in 
financial status or credit rating and make rectification. For platforms that fail to meet the 
requirements after the rectification period, a strict exit mechanism should be established. Only 
when there is an entry and exit can the healthy and sustainable development of the sharing 
economy market be maintained. 

4.3. Proper and balanced impacts on the traditional economy 

Although the emergence of online car-hailing facilitates mass transportation, complements the 
shortage of taxis in rush hours, and provides the comfortable experience of private cars, it 
undoubtedly occupies part of the market share for the traditional taxi industry, and arousing 
the contradiction between taxi drivers and online car-hailing drivers. As a new business model, 
sharing economy should not bring negative destructive impact when injecting positive 
competitive effect into the market. 

5. Conclusion 

Sharing economy has attracted attention from all walks of life since its birth, and now it has 
become an important part of the social service industry. Its popularization and development 
have changed people's concept of life, and in the future it will lead a resource-based change that 
is enough to change the way of human production and life. Under the influence of the sharing 
economy, the business model will also be greatly affected. Although the current development 
of sharing economy is still facing various problems, it is predictable that sharing economy will 
inevitably become the mainstream trend of economic development in the future. The business 
model of sharing economy makes full use of idle social resources, improves operation efficiency 
and solves the connectivity problem between the supply side and the demand side of the 
market. As an increasingly important part of the market economy, its importance is self-evident. 
However, as a new business model, the sharing economy is still being explored and innovated. 
All parties need to work hard to find and solve problems, so as to create a market atmosphere 
conducive to the orderly development of the sharing economy. 
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